Ceiling Mount Installation Instructions – 4148, 4160, 4184, 4196 Kits

1. Cut track to length if needed. Any miter saw or hack saw will easily cut the track. Consider centering the seam when splicing tracks together.

2. Identify optimal location for ceiling mounting screws (not provided). It is preferred to drive mounting screws into ceiling joists or solid supports.

3. Mark mounting location on ceiling and drill pilot holes. Anchors may be required if mounting directly to drywall ceiling.

4. Insert screws through holes in flange and drive screws into pilot holes in ceiling.

5. Thread carriers onto the end of the track with one wheel on each side of the center beam support and the loop hanging down from the track.

6. Slide end stops onto each end of the track with the body of the end stop resting below the track, and tighten the set screw.